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Disclaimers and Disclosures
RGA Investment Advisors LLC (hereinafter “RGAIA”) is registered as an investment advisor in the state of New York. Jason Gilbert
and Elliot Turner are both managing members of RGAIA and receive compensation directly by RGAIA. As of the publication date of
this report, RGAIA, the principals of RGAIA, the clients of RGIAA, and others that we have shared our research with (collectively,
the “Authors”) have long positions in and may own options on the stock of the company covered herein (TWTR) and stand to
realize gains in the event that the price of the stock increases. Following publication of the report, the Authors may transact in the
securities of the company covered herein.
Investing involves substantial risk. The Authors make no guarantees or other promises as to any results that may be obtained from
the substance of this report. No reader of this report should make any investment decision without first consulting his or her own
personal financial advisor and conducting his or her own research and due diligence, including carefully reviewing the prospectus
and other public filings of the issuer (TWTR). To the maximum extent permitted by law, we and our respective affiliates disclaim
any and all liability in the event any information, commentary, analysis, opinions, advice and/or recommendations in this report
prove to be inaccurate, incomplete or unreliable, or result in any investment or other losses. This report is not a solicitation or
offers to buy or sell any securities.
The subject matter of this report, commentary, analysis, opinions, advice and recommendations herein represent the personal and
subjective views of the editorial group, and are subject to change at any time without notice. The information provided in this
report is obtained from sources which the Authors believe to be reliable. However, neither the Authors nor RGAIA has
independently verified or otherwise investigated all such information. Neither the Authors, RGAIA, nor any of their respective
affiliates guarantees the accuracy or completeness of any such information. Neither the Authors nor RGAIA, nor any of their
respective affiliates is responsible for any errors or omissions. Such information is presented “as is”, without warranty of any kind –
whether express or implied.
RGAIA, its clients, its principles, and the Authors may purchase and sell these securities without notice to readers of this report
and may take a position that is inconsistent with the recommendations herein.
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Firm Overview
We’re an RIA and
invest client assets
with a Growth at a
Reasonable Price
(GARP) bias, with
rigorous research into
the fundamental
drivers of a business.
We take a long-term focus to
investing and aim to maximize
after-tax returns. Our target
time-frame is 3-5 years
though we aim for the “over”
and hope for more.

In diversification, our primary
aim is to expose portfolios to
as many disparate factors of
both risk and reward as
possible.
Our equity portfolio consists
of approximately 25 positions,
with higher conviction ideas
given 5% allocations, average
positions 3% and more
volatile ones 2%. Cash is
typically our largest one
holding.

Click here to learn more about our Investment Strategy Overview: http://www.rgaia.com/wpcontent/uploads/2015/03/Investment-Strategy-Overview.pdf
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Twitter is a Complex System
“Why do systems work so well? Consider the properties of highly functional systems—
machines or human communities or ecosystems—which are familiar to you. Chances are
good that you may have observed one of three characteristics: resilience, self-organization,
or hierarchy.” – Thinking in Systems: A Primer (p. 75)

Twitter:
 Resilience
 Self-organization
 Hierarchy

Source: https://www.amazon.com/Thinking-Systems-Donella-H-Meadowsebook/dp/B005VSRFEA
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User Interests

Source: https://twitter.com/ElliotTurn/status/1120677712891449346
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An Essential Network
• “Twitter is the most amazing networking and learning network ever built. In
any given field, 50-80% of the top experts are on Twitter and they’re
sharing ideas. If you’re not using Twitter, you’re missing out.” – Bill Gurley
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Who Knew it Could be so Powerful?
“Self-organization produces heterogeneity and unpredictability. It is likely come up with
whole new structures, whole new ways of doing things. It requires freedom and
experimentation, and a certain amount of disorder. These conditions that encourage selforganization often can be scary for individuals and threatening to power structures.” –
Thinking in Systems: A Primer (p 79)

-@Jack

Source: https://www.theringer.com/the-bill-simmons-podcast/2019/1/23/18194161/twitter-ceo-jackdorsey-on-the-birth-of-the-hashtag
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Network vs. Business
Twitter, the network, is unique and stronger than ever. Twitter, the business is
largely a commodity and needs considerable work.
I first presented Twitter at this conference in June 2017. Things are way better
today, though some problems remain:
(http://www.rgaia.com/twitter-presentation/).
“...growing our DAU 20% or more
sustainably over multiple years is
something to which we must
aspire with our goal of serving
the public conversation across all
the places where Twitter is
available. And if we're not
growing our DAU at that level, it's
going to take us an awfully long
time to realize our ambitions.” –
Ned Segal, JPM Tech May 13,
2020
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How Did We Get Here?
Twitter had big safety issues that came to a head during the 2016 Presidential
Election

Source: https://www.engadget.com/2016-10-27-twitter-will-do-something-about-its-trollproblem-next-month.html
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Why Safety was Priority #1
“It’s a pretty terrible situation when you’re coming to a service where, ideally, you
want to learn something about the world, and you spend a majority of your time
reporting abuse, receiving harassment. Last year, we decided that we’re going to
apply a lot more machine learning, a lot more deep learning to the problem, and
try to be a lot more proactive, so we can take the burden off the victim
completely.” – Jack Dorsey
“In his view, that means rethinking how Twitter incentivizes user behavior. He
suggested that the service works best as an “interest-based network,” where
you log in and see content relevant to your interests, no matter who posted it —
rather than a network where everyone feels like they need to follow a bunch of
other accounts, and then grow their follower numbers in turn.”

Source: https://blog.ted.com/how-twitter-shapes-global-public-conversation-jack-dorseyspeaks-at-ted2019/
https://techcrunch.com/2019/04/16/jack-dorsey-ted/
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“Twitter has historically been really strong at brand and not as strong at things lower down
the funnel, where you're not buying things, where you could through on Twitter, where there
is less attribution for the work that we're doing to drive the interest in a product or service
through the ads that are on Twitter.” – Ned Segal at MS on 3/5/2019
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What Works Well For Advertisers
• And we tell them there are 2 specific use cases that we think a lot about [for

advertisers]:
o “...learn something new. So if you have a movie, you have a mobile
device, you have a case for a mobile device, you have a new brand of
ketchup or mayochup, you have something else that you're doing that is
new that you want to talk to your customers about, Twitter is a must buy
when you launch. And that has worked really well where some launches
effectively become events in and of themselves when a new mobile
device is launched by a big handset manufacturer, you'll see them, an
entire ecosystem, advertising and people talking and engaging with the
brands around that event, leading up to it and afterwards.”
o ...connect with what's happening. It's there -- the Super Bowl is a great
example of it. We had 30 of the 38 advertisers during the Super Bowl
advertise on Twitter because when people who are on Twitter either
because they weren't watching the game anymore or because they were
watching the game and they wanted to learn more about it and engage
around it, it was a great place to amplify a message that was already
somewhere else that the advertisers were working hard to make sure
that they're getting more for their money for their big ads that they had
done around the Super Bowl.” – Ned Segal MS 3/5/2019
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• For big brands spending top of funnel budget, perceived safety problems
put a major source of revenue at risk for Twitter
• “When Bruce Falck came to the company a little bit before I arrived,
he leads revenue product for us and he made the priorities really clear
that the first thing we're going to do to continue to earn the trust at
advertisers was to get brand advertising, so a place that we felt really
good about it.” – Ned MS 3/5/2019
• No large advertiser wants their copy running amongst and between
toxic conversations. No one on the receiving end of advertisement is
likely to engage with fun copy when feeling attacked, angry and
frustrated.
• Many bemoan the “lack of investment in monetization” without
understanding that an investment in safety was designed to defend a
large portion of Twitter’s existing revenue pool. In other words, without
improved safety, Twitter would have lost > $1b in revenue. Without
that revenue they would have had to find other ways to fund their
budgeted investment in the platform.
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• Safety was the most important priority for both user experience and revenue
• Twitter made a conscious decision to prioritize the user experience above all
else.
• @Jack and his team were thinking about how Twitter would be used and
how it should feel for a user 50 years out.
• Through it all, give the opportunity for complexity and chaos to drive some
of the evolution and self-organization of the platform, within certain but
limited confines.
• Optimizing for revenue one, two or even five years out was not the priority.
In effect, “if you build it, they will come” insofar as building a good UX will
eventually afford opportunities to attack revenue down the line.
• These points were communicated by management, but the investor base was
only finally buying into the strategy in the first half of 2019.
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Fixing Safety to Protect Brand Budget Worked
“So we have realized some success over the last couple of years by being
ruthlessly disciplined about our priorities and about being really clear
internally and externally about how we were prioritizing work. We started on
the advertisers' side by improving our brand products and regaining the trust
of the largest advertisers in the world who, if we didn't regain their trust,
there wouldn't have been a direct response or small business opportunity for
us over time.” – Ned Segal October 28, 2019
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• Q3 2019 should have been the “victory lap” for safety and UX investment, w/
mDAU strongly breaking out of a 5-year range.
• Notably this acceleration happened without any major events or
catalysts to spark engagement.
• Unfortunately, during the Q, a bug was discovered in Twitter’s ad tech stack
that led the company to entirely shut off 1 key revenue product—MAP
(mobile application promotion). The best explanation for this can be found
here (https://www.adexchanger.com/data-exchanges/limits-on-targetinghurts-revenue-just-look-at-twitters-unfortunate-q3-earnings/)
• The reality is that the problem was far deeper than “just” a bug--it was a
fundamental issue with the fabric of the company’s revenue product.
• Mark Zuckerberg’s quip that ““[Twitter is] such a mess, it’s as if they drove a
clown car into a gold mine and fell in” keeps coming back to haunt any
missteps. #ConfirmedPriors
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How to Visualize the Pain

The problem was especially acute in Japan, Twitter’s second largest
global market, where MAP has been uniquely important.
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• Twitter started as an API, without an actual “Twitter dot com” app. The site was built
by patching together a bunch of acquisitions and projects.
• The ad stack was a monolithic code base with millions of lines that only 1 or 2
engineers knew how to navigate.
• To build anything new required “queuing in a priority list,” with only 1 experiment
running at a time. People had to wait so long to build, let alone fix things, that
engineers would get discouraged and drop off projects before they had a chance to
try.
• All targeting was built around who you follow and the signal value and capabilities
for advertisers were lacking. Ie if you follow ESPN, the targeting would be built
around look-alike followings instead of identifying the fact that you like sports.
• Twitter should have been more candid about how broken the ad stack was before
problems arose. Instead, IMO, the company was hopeful they could reaccelerate
user growth first, which would translate directly into revenue and then the ad stack
could be fixed before any major problems would arise.
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In late February it was reported that Elliott Management sought to replace Jack
Dorsey as CEO
We wrote a letter supporting Jack Dorsey which can be summed up in 2 key
points:
1. “Jack is one of the legendary product visionaries of our time, having
founded three different billion dollar revenue products: Twitter, Square for
merchants; and, Cash App.”
2. “Jack is a leader: he hires top notch talent for key roles and empowers
people to fulfill their mission in a decentralized management structure
that incentivizes independent thought, nimble action and the capacity to
take risks that might fail. Meanwhile when failures do happen, Jack takes
responsibility himself without pointing fingers. Some of the outstanding
hires we have been impressed with include Leslie Berland as CMO, Sriram
Krishnan and his replacement Kayvon Beykpour as Head of Product, Bruce
Falck as GM of Revenue Product, and Sarah Friar and Amrita Ahuja as
CFOs at Square.”
Letter link: http://www.rgaia.com/webackjack-ouropen-letter-to-elliott-management-about-twitter/
Source: https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-02-29/singer-selliott-is-said-to-seek-to-replace-twitter-ceo-dorsey
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• A few days after the initial reports, Twitter management announced an
agreement with Elliott and Silver Lake, who would take a $1 billion convert at
0.375% interest, expiring in 2025, with a $41.25 strike price.
o In the agreement Twitter gave each Elliott (Jesse Cohn) and Silver Lake
(Egon Durban) one board seat and Twitter agreed to repurchase $2
billion of stock
o Twitter also set 20% or more mDAU growth as a specific goal. This is
notable, because while Twitter has achieved 20% growth the last two
reported quarters, it had not done that once since mDAU became the
reported KPI.
• More recently, Patrick Pichette replaced Omid Kordestani as Twitter’s
executive chairman.
• Most importantly: Twitter management and the board have agreed that
“monetization is the top priority now.”
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• Twitter achieved major breakthroughs in user growth and user
experience and was naturally ready to focus on monetization next.
• COVID-related closures exposed the vulnerability of Twitters top-offunnel and event-driven advertising revenues.
• Lean in to growing mDAU-it’s hard to attract growing ad budgets
when you’re not growing your audience. Today Twitter boasts the
fastest growth in user-base of the major US-listed social media
platforms (Facebook, Snap, Pinterest).
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• Build a microservice architecture to simplify development.
o This allows a faster pace of development on Revenue product. It affords
Twitter the opportunity to take more chances and be more
experimental.
o Features like native commerce, tipping, or even subscribable feeds
would hardly be possible before the rebuild.
o Once the new stack is live, Twitter can focus on building a better selfserve product for SMBs and eventually the platform could open up to
programmatic.
• Followable Topics unites the goal of the Product and Revenue engineering
teams behind a unified mission.
o For Product, followable topics meaningfully improves the onboarding
experience
o For Revenue, followable topics will enhance the ability of advertisers to
target users based on their actual, actionable interests.
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• Due to overreliance on brand and tentpole event advertising, the
revenue hit is greater at Twitter than other digital advertising platforms
• Twitter has proven a crucial resource for scientists researching COVID to
share information and ideas and receive critical feedback on their
studies. (Alex Danco wrote a great piece on the role of Twitter in science
shortly before COVID has effectively proven this out
https://alexdanco.com/2020/02/15/can-twitter-save-science/)
• Twitter has been a crucial resource for any average person wanting
information on COVID & many especially in the investment community
have credited Twitter with keeping them ahead of the curve.
• Twitter has accelerated the already underway surge in user growth to the
highest levels Twitter has seen ever as a public company.
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https://medium.com/@FoolAllTheTime/better-framing-s-curves-4d846d47a7b8
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• Subscription feeds
• Subscription products like Tweetdeck
• Packaging and digesting data for advertisers
• SMB self-serve advertising
• Programmatic
• Reaping the benefits of more scale
• International catch-up
• The unknown
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https://www.rollingstone.com/culture/culture-features/twitter-ceo-jack-dorseyrolling-stone-interview-782298/
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